


I ,Thanks for selecting our products. Please read the introduction before construction. 
2, Please ware gloves during work to escape the sharp corners' hurt. 
3,Used to raise plants only! We cant't assume any responsibility for any other usages! 
4, No less than 2 operators work together when installing! 
5, Any problem in installing, please contact with the distributors. 
Do not instruct by force! 
I ,  Proper place full of sunshine and against the wind! 
2, Important introduction. 

Do check all units on list complete or not before installing the raising-house. Take out the belted part of the package.you may identify 
each unit according the marks on it. Any shortage, please contact with the supplier! 
3,Necessary tools:one spin, a bolt wrench with 8-9mm 
4,Serious worning. 

After completing the instuction,you can clean the house again with neutral detergents having no corrosion to aluminum frame and 
pinchcock. 
Infrastructural facilities: 

When used, insfrastructural facilities must be at right angles to the horizontal and vertical. 
When using following with our products, you can instruct according the eighth part of introduction. 
Attention! If there is poor protection and strong wind near the house,please install all 8-F sets accol'ding to the eighth part of the 

introduction .Please drill in proper place in oder to connect the raising house and insfrastructural facilities tightly. 
Side units 
Put all of the units on the ground as picture I showing. Loosen connections of the bolt to make them connect with each other. 
Attention! When install unit 1015 fitting the inclined-supporting unit 1012, we must put in a no-loading bolt first as picture 

I .  I showing,or it wou Id take d ifficu I ties to install unit IO I 2. 
Blind gable. 
Put all of the assemblies on the ground as picture 2 showing. Loosen connections of the bolt to make them connect with each other. 
When install the crosswise supporting units I 017&1013, we must put in a no-loading bolt first as picture I .  I showing, or it would take 

difficulties to install uint IO 13. 
Door gable. 
Put all of the assemblies on the ground as picture 3.Loosen connections of the bolt to make them connect with each other. 

Slideway of the door, unit 1029, must be installed to the horizontal orbit on the top of the door.Loosen 2 bolts on the orbit and make it 
sliding into unit I 029 as picture 3.4 showing. In the direction of openning the door, you can correct and tighten the slideway by turning 
right or left. 

Attention! As picture 3.5 &3.6 showing ,the tightened bolt is used to limit the sliding range. 

Units combination 
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